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Abstract: Temperature in earth does rise according to the depth, with which the heat generates from the earth itself.
Magma is produced when continental plate and ocean one meets together under ground. Chunbookyung says that earth
generates heat.

1. Heat in Earth

is harmful to human being.

Conventional physics says that heat in earth
comes from friction and break down of isotopes.

2-2. 一積十鉅無匱化三天二三地二三人二三
Each 1 accumulates and makes great 10(mass gap).

The friction comes from between continent plate

In the case, the three environments(6+7, 8 and 9)

and ocean one. The temperatures do not change

produce 2 and 3. The triple vector products make the

from 10 to 20 meters under earth. The temperature

mass gap and the atomic and molecular bondings.

after does rise according to the depth, with which

Physics of Chunbookyung makes it possible to

the heat generates from the earth, we can estimate.

measure rotational electro - magnetic waves.

2. Physics of
Chunbookyung(天符經)

2-3. 大三合六生七八九
1, 2 and 3 makes 6 and then produce 7, 8 and 9 in

2-1. 一始無始一析三極無盡本天一一地一二
人一三

sequence. It makes tree (3,8), fire(2,7), earth(5,10),
metal(4,9) and water(1,6), that is Hado.

In Chunbookyung there are ten states from 1 to
10. Each means leftwise positive (1), rightwise
negative(2),

rightwise

positive(3),

leftwise

negative(4), chaos(5), leftwise positive plus

2-4. 運三四成環五七一
Rotating 3 and 4 makes a loop of 5, 7 and 1. The
7 makes chemical reaction.

leftwise negative(6), rightwise positive plus
rightwise negative(7), leftwise positive plus
rightwise positive(8), leftwise negative plus
rightwise negative(9), and mass gap(10).
In the cycling it begins at 1 or 10. Under the

2-5. 妙衍萬往萬來用變
The energies come and go at one site repeatedly
and regularly, which can be applied for useful
purpose(寄門遁甲).

environment 9, it begins 1 or 1. Under the
environment 8, it begins 1 or 2. Under the
environment 6 and 7, it begins 1 or 3. The energy 3

2-6. 不動本本心本太陽昻明
It is the solar energy in basic nature.
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2-7. 人中天地一一終無終一
The 6 and 7 make 8 and 9 and then produce 1 and
1, which produce cold fusion in human body. At
mass gap and 1, the cycling ends, which generates
universal gravity by chaotic process.

3. Cause of Volcano
When continental plate and ocean one meets
together, ocean one undergoes. At this time sea
water comes into the earth. The heat in earth and
high pressure from the sea water vapor make
magma, which come out from the surface of the
earth. Volcano zones enclose ocean then.
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4. Conclusion
Chunbookyung says that earth generates heat,
with which magma is produced when continental
plate and ocean one meets together.
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